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ABSTRACT 
Let A and C be m-by-n complex matrices, and let B and D be n-by-m complex 
matrices. The pair (A, B) is contrugrediently equivalent to the pair (C, D) if there 
are square nonsingular complex matrices X and Y such that XAY-1 = C and 
YBX-1 = D. Contragredient equivalence is a common generalization of four basic 
equivalence relations: similarity, consimilarity, complex orthogonal equivalence, and 
unitary equivalence. We develop a complete set of invariants and an explicit canonical 
form for contragredient equivalence and show that (A, AT) is contragrediently 
equivalent to (C, CT) if and only if there are complex orthogonal matrices P and Q 
such that C = PAQ. Using this result, we show that the following are equivalent for a 
given n-by-n complex matrix A: 
(1) A = QS for some complex orthogonal Q and some complex symmetric S; 
(2) ATA is similar to AAT; 
(3) (A, AT) is contragrediently equivalent to (AT, A); 
(4) A = QIATQZ for some complex orthogonal Qi, Qa; 
(5) A = PATP for some complex orthogonal P. 
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We then consider a linear operator 4 on n-by-n complex matrices that shares 
the following properties with transpose operators: for every pair of n-by-n 
complex matrices A and B, (a) 4 preserves the spectrum of A, (b) 
4($(A)) = A, and (c) $( AB) = 4(B)+(A). We show that (A, 4(A)) is 
contragrediently similar to (B, 4(B)) if and only if A = X, BX, for some 
nonsingular X,, X, that satisfy X,’ = 4(X,> and Xi1 = 4(X,). We also 
consider a factorization of the form A = XY, where X-l = $4 X) and 
Y = 4(Y ). We use the canonical form for the contragredient equivalence 
relation to give a new proof of a theorem of Flanders concerning the relative 
sizes of the nilpotent Jordan blocks of AB and BA. We present a sufficient 
condition for the existence of square roots of AB and BA and close with a 
canonical form for complex orthogonal equivalence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote the set of m-by-n complex matrices by M,,. and write 
M,=M . Given a scalar A E C, the n-by-n upper triangular Jordan block 
correspoz&rg to A is denoted by J,(h). We say that A, B E M,,, are 
equivalent if there are nonsingular matrices X E M, and Y E M, such that 
A = XBY. 
DEFINITION 1. Let A, C E M, n and B, D E M, m. We say that (A, B) 
is contragrediently equivalent to <d, D>, and we write (A, B) N (C, D>, if 
there are nonsingular X E M, and Y E M,, such that JAY-’ = C and 
YBX-1 = D. 
It is easy to verify that contragredient equivalence is an equivalence 
relation on M, n X M, mr and it can be useful to know that contragredient 
equivalence of ‘two pairs of matrices can be expressed as a block-diagonal 
similarity of two block matrices: 
We shall see that A, C E M,,, are complex orthogonally equivalent if 
andonlyif(A, AT) = (C, CT) (Lemma 12), and they are unitarily equivalent 
if and only if (A, A*) N (C, C*) (Theorem 29). In the special case n = m 
and B = D = I, notice that (A, I) N (C, I) if and only if A is similar to C; 
in Theorem 30 we show that (A, x) _ (C, c) if and only if A and C are 
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consimilar. Thus, contragredient equivalence provides a common generaliza- 
tion of four basic equivalence relations: similarity, consimilarity, complex 
orthogonal equivalence, and unitary equivalence. 
Contragredient equivalence is a natural notion when one studies products 
of matrices. If (A, B) N (C, D), then 
(1) CD = (XAY-‘)(YBX-l) = X(AB)X-‘, 
(2) DC = (YBX-l)(XAY-l) = Y(BA)Y-l, 
(3) D(CD)k = YB( AB)kX-l for all k = O,,l, 2,. . . , and 
(4) C(DC)k = XA( BA)kY- ’ for all k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
Hence, AB is similar to CD, BA is similar to CD, D(CD)k is equivalent to 
B(AB)k, and C(CDjk is equivalent to A(BA)k for all k = 0, 1,2,. . . . In 
particular, the following rank identities hold for all integers k > 0: 
(1’) rank ( AB)k = rank (CD)k, 
(2’) rank ( BA)k = rank ( DC)k, 
(3’) rank B(AB)k = rank D(CD)k, 
(4’) rank A( BA)k = rank C( DC)k. 
Conversely, we shall show that these rank identities, together with either of 
the similarity conditions (1) or (2) are sufficient for the contragredient 
equivalence of (A, B) and (C, D). We obtain a canonical form for this 
relation and use it to study a variety of matrix factorizations involving complex 
orthogonal factors. 
2. A CANONICAL FORM FOR 
CONTRAGREDIENT EQUIVALENCE 
Fo,r a given A E Fm, n and B E M,, m, it is our go,al_to find a canonical 
pair A E M, n and B E M, m such that (A, B) N (A, B). Our first step is 
to describe a ‘reduction to &iy two essential cases: AB nonsingular and AB 
nilpotent. 
LEMMA 2. Let positive integers k, n be given with k < n. Let Y, E M,,, 
and P E Mk,n be given with PY, nonsingular. Then there exists a Yz E M,, n _ k 
such that PY, = 0 and [Y, Y,,_] E M, is nonsingular. 
Proof. Since P has full (row) rank, we may let 1 Ei, . . . , &_k) be a basis 
for the orthogonal complement of the span of the columns of P* in C”, and 
set Y, = [ t1 . . . &_k]. Then PY, = 0 and YZ has full (column) rank. Let 
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77 E Ck and 5 E Cnek, and suppose 
[ Yl yz] ; [I = y,q + Y,l= 0. 
Then 0 = PY’,7 + PY, t = PY,r], so 77 = 0 since PY, is nonsingular. Thus, 
Y, 5 = 0, and 5 = 0, since Y, has full column rank. We conclude that 
[Y, Y,] E M, is nonsingular, as desired. ??
LEMMA 3. Let positive integers m, n be given with m > n, let A E M, n 
and B E M, m be given, and let k = rank ( AB)"'. Suppose the Jordan 
canonical for& of AB is J( AB) @ N, where J( AB) E M, is nonsingular if 
k > 1 or is absent if k = 0, and N E M, _ k is nilpotent if k < m or is absent 
ifk=n=m. 
(a) If k = 0, then AB is nilpotent. 
(b) If 1 < k < n, there exist non-singular X E M, and Y E M, such that 
my-1 = ‘k ’ 1 1 0 af’ YBX-l = [l(y) 11, 
and &%?a E M,_ k is nilpotent. 
(c) If k = n < m, there exist nonsingular X E M, and Y E M, such that 
my-1 = 
[ 1 i and YBX-’ = [J( AB) 01. 
(d) Ifk=n=m,the re exist nonsingular X, Y E M, such that 
XAy-’ = z m and YBX-’ = J( AB). 
Proof. Let k = rank ( AB)m, and let X E M, be a nonsingular matrix 
that reduces AB to Jordan canonical form, that is, 
where J( AB) E Mk is nonsingular and N E M, _ k is nilpotent if k < m and 
is absent if k = n = m. If k = 0, then AB is nilpotent and we have case (a). 
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Suppose k > 1. Partition X.4 as 
Cl 
xA= c I 1 with C1 E Mk,, and C, E Mm-k,n, 2 
and partition BX- ' as 
BX-'=[Dl D2] with D, EM,,, and D, EM,,, 
Compute 
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(1) 
k* t2) 
Thus, C, D, = 0, C, D, = 0, and C, D, = J( AB) is nonsingular, as is OTC:. 
Now suppose 1 < k < n. Two applications of Lemma 2 (with P = 0: 
and P = C,, respectively) ensure that there are C, E M,_,, n and D, E 
M,, n_k such that 
and FT = DT 
[I 
0; E Mn 
are nonsingular and satisfy C, D, = 0 and DTC: = 0, that is, C,D, = 0. 
Notice that 
YF = 
is nonsingular, so C,D, is nonsingular. We also have 
XAF= 
[ 1 E1 [D, D3] = 2 c":"D: z:"D: c203], 
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Now compute 
xkwl = ~YWF-~Y-~ = ( XAF)(YF)-’ 
0 
Ik o 
C,D,(C,D,)-’ = 0 sz’ I[ 1 
and 
YBX-1 = Y(BX-l) = 
= IW) 
[ 0 C”oD’] = [l?B) i]> 
where we set & = C, D,(C, D,)-l and 9 = C, D,. Since 
P?) :I = XABX-1 = ( XAY-‘)(YBX-l) 
= IW) I 0 0 1 Af9 ’ 
we have JX’B’ = N, as desired for case (b). 
If k = n < m, then C,, D, E M, in (1) and (2), and the identity C,D, 
= ]( AB) shows that C, and D, are nonsingular. Since C, D, = 0 and 
C, D, = 0, it follows that D, = 0 and C, = 0. Ifrwe set Y = C, and 
F = D,, we have 
YF = C,D, = J( AB) 
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and 
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xAF= [“o’]q =[“b”‘] = [““o”‘]. 
Thus, 
XAy-l = XAFFly-’ = (xAF)(YF)-l 
= IW) 
[ 1 
o J(AB)-1 = ; 
[I 
and 
YBX-1 = C1[ D, De] = [CID, CID,] = [J( A*) 01, 
which is the assertion in (c). 
Finally, suppose k = n = m. Then XA = C, and BX-’ = D, are nonsin- 
gular. For Y = C,, we have XAY-1 = Z, and YBX-1 = C,D, = J(AB), 
which is case (d). ??
For a given A E M,, n and B E M,, m, the four cases (a)-(d) in Lemma 
3 are exhaustive and mutually exclusive. The special forms achieved by the 
contragredient equivalences in (c) and (d) are the canonical forms we seek, 
but more work is required to achieve a canonical form in (a). Once that is 
achieved, however, the special form of the reduction in (b> shows that a 
canonical form in this case can be expressed as a direct sum of the canonical 
forms for cases (a) and (d): If 
my-1 = ‘k ’ 1 1 0 d and YBX-1 = [j(y) i], 
and if X, = I, @ F, E M, and Y, = Zk @ G, E M, are nonsingular, then 
(XJ)A(V-’ = [: Q-i',;'] 
50 
and 
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(Y,Y)B(X,X)-’ = 
[ 
I(y) G ;F_l ) 
1 1 1 
and (F,&G;‘XG,Z&‘F[~) = F&&%‘)F~l is nilpotent. Thus, if F, and G, 
are chosen to put (&, 9) into canonical form, we shall have achieved a 
canonical form for (A, B). 
In order to achieve a canonical form for (A, B) under contragredient 
equivalence, we see that there are only two essential cases: AB is nonsingular 
or AB is nilpotent. Before attacking the second case, it is convenient to 
summarize what we have learned about the first. 
LEMMA 4. Let m, n be given positive integers with m > n, and let 
A,C E M,,, and B, D E M, m be given. Suppose rank AB = rank CAB)“’ 
= rank CD = rank (CD)m = ‘n. Then (A, B) - (C, D) if and only if AB is 
similar to CD. 
Proof. The forward implication is immediate (and does not require the 
rank conditions). For the converse, the hypotheses ensure that the respective 
Jordan canonical forms of AB and CD are J( AB) @ O,_ n and J(CD> CB 
O,_, and one may arrange the Jordan blocks in the nonsingular factor 
J(CD) E M, so that J( AB) = J(CD). Inspection of the canonical forms in 
Lemma 3(c) and (d) now shows that (A, B) N (C, D). W 
With the nonsingular case disposed of, we now begin a discussion of the 
nilpotent case. Let m > n, A E M, *, and B E M, m be given and suppose 
AB (and hence also BA) is nilpotent. Then among all the nonzero finite 
alternating products of the form 
type I: ... ABA (ending in A) , 
type II: a.. BAB (ending in B) 
there is a longest one (possibly two, one of each type). Suppose that a longest 
one is of type I. There are two possibilities, depending on the parity of a 
longest product. 
Case 1. Odd parity, k 2 1, A(BAjk-’ # 0, (BAlk = 0. Since we as- 
sumed that a longest product was of type I, we must have ( ABIk = 0 in this 
case. 
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Case 2. Even parity, k > 2, (BA)k- ’ # 0, A( BA)k- ’ = 0. Again, 
since a longest nonzero product was assumed to be of type I, we must have 
B(AB)k-’ = 0. 
We now consider these two cases in turn. 
Type I, case 1: If k = 1, we set (ABjk- ’ = Z,, even if A = 0. Let 
x E @” and y E @” be such that y*A( BAjk- ‘1~ # 0, and define 
2, = x Bh +.. [ ( BA)k-‘x] E &,k, 
Y, = AZ, = Ax A(BA)x *.* A(BA)k-lx] E Mm,k, [ 
and 
Qzf’A= E Mk,n. 
Then * y*A( BA)k-l~ 
PY, = QZ, = 
1 
E Mk 
y*A( BA)k-‘x 0 
is nonsingular, since y*A( BAjk- ’ x # 0. Moreover, we have the following 
identities: 
AZ, = Y, (3a) 
PA = Q, (3b) 
BY, = ZJkT(O)> (SC) 
QB = ./k(O) p* (34 
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Suppose k < n. Then Lemma 2 ensures that there exist Yz E M,, m_k and 
Z, E M, n_k such that 
and 
Y = [ Y, Yz ] E M, is nonsingular (4a) 
PY, = 0; (4b) 
2 = [ Z, Z, ] E M, is nonsingular (4c) 
and 
QZ, = 0. (4d) 
Set C = Y-‘AZ,, and partition 
c, c= A 
[ 1 with C, E Mk,n_k and A, E Mm-k,n_k. 2 
Then 
AZ, = YC = [Y, Y,] Cl 1 1 A = Y,C, + Y2A2. 2 (5) 
Now, use (5) and the identities (4b), (3b), and (4d) to compute 
PAZ, = P( AZ,) = PY,C, + (PY,)A, = (PY,)C,, 
and 
PAZ, = ( PA)Z, = QZ, = 0. 
Since PY, is nonsingular, we conclude that C, = 0. Thus, (5) simplifies to 
AZ, = Y,A,, (6) 
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and we can use (3a) and (6) to compute 
A[Z, Z,] = [AZ, AZ,] = [Y, Y,] ; [ 1 A” > 2 
so that 
Now, set D = Z- ‘BY, and partition 
with D, E kfk,_k and B, E Mn-k,m-k. 
Again, notice that 
Dl 
BY,=ZD=[Z, Z,] B 
[ 1 =Z,D,+Z,B,. 2 
53 
(7) 
(8) 
Now use (8) and the identities (4d), (Sd), and (4b) to compute 
QBYz = QWd = Q&D, + (QzdB, = (QZdD, 
and 
QBY, = ( QB)Y2 = jk(O)( PY,) = 0. 
Since QZ, is nonsingular, we conclude that D, = 0. Hence, (8) simplifies to 
BY2 = Z,B,, (9) 
we can use (3~) and (9) to compute 
B[Y, Y,] = [BY, BY,] = [Z, Z,] “6”) [ 1 B” , 2 
54 
and we have 
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Z-lBy = Jim 0 
[ I 0 BY2 (10) 
In this case, notice that A, E Mm_k,n_k and B, E M,_k,m_k. More- 
over, (A, BJk = 0 and (B, AJk = 0. 
If k = n < m, then Z, is absent in (4~) and Z = Z, is nonsingular; Q is 
also nonsingular, since QZ, is nonsingular. The identities (31, (4a), and (4b) 
still hold. Now, 
AZ = Y, = [Y, Y,] [;I =Y[# 
so that (7) reduces to 
(11) 
Using (3d) and (4b), we have 
QBY2 = (QB)& =]k(o)(PY2) = 0. 
Since Q is nonsingular, we have BY, = 0. Hence, 
BY = B[Y, Y,] = [BY, BY,] = [Z]:(O) 0] = Z[J;(O) 01, 
and (10) becomes 
Z-lBY = [J;(O) 01. (12) 
If k = n = m, then Y, and Z, are absent; Y = Y,, Z = Z,, Q and 
P E M,, and these four matrices are all nonsingular. The identities (3) still 
hold, and 
Y-lAZ = Ik and Z-lBY =1:(O). (13) 
Notice that if k = n < m, then we may take A, = 0 in (7) and Ba = 0 in 
(IO). 
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Type I, cuse 2: We proceed as in case 1. Let x, y E @” be such that 
Y*(BA)~- lx # 0. In this case, we have k > 2, A(BAjk-’ = 0, and 
B( AB)k-l = 0. Let 
2, = [x BAX *** ( BA)k-2~ (BA)%] E M,,,, 
Y, = [Ax A(BA)x ... A(BA)?x] E Mm,k_l, 
and 
We define 
Y** 
y* BAB 
y*B( AB)k-2 
Y* 
y*BA 
y*( BA)k-2 
y*( BA)k-’ 
I ??Mk-l,m, 
Hk = [Ik-1 Ol E Mk-l,k and Kk = [0 Z&1] E Mk-l,k. (14 
Calculations similar to those in case 1 show that PY, E Mk_ 1 and 
QZ, E Mk are nonsingular. Moreover, we have the following identities: 
AZ, = Y,Hk, 
PA = t&Q, 
BY, = Z,K;, 
QB = H,TP. 
( 15a) 
( 15b) 
( 15c) 
( 154 
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Suppose k < n. Then Lemma 2 guarantees that there exists a Y, E 
M> m m_k+l and a Z, E M, n_k such that 
Y = [ Y, Y, ] E M, is nonsingular ( 16a) 
and 
PY, = 0; ww 
2 = [ 2, 2, ] E M, is nonsingular ( 16c) 
and 
QZ, = 0. ( 16d) 
As in case 1, we set C = Y-lAZ,. Similar cakxlations yield 
c= A” [ 1 2 with A, E Mm-k+l n-k 
and 
AZ, = YzA,. 
Using the identities (15a) and (171, we have 
(17) 
A[Z, Z,] = [AZ, AZ,] = [YIHk &A,] = [Y, Y,] ; [ 1 A” > 2 
so that 
(18) 
Again, as in case 1, set D = Z- 'BY, and use similar calculations to obtain 
with B, EM,,-k,,,-k+lr 
so that 
BY, = Z,D,. (1% 
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Using the identities (15~) and (19) we have 
57 
K; 0 
BP1 &I = [BY, %I = [ZlG w21 = [Zl %I o 
[ 1 B 2 
and hence 
z-lBy= G O 
[ 1 0 B2 
In this case, notice that A, E Mm_k+l,n_k and B E Mn_k,m_k+l. More- 
over, B2( A, B,)k-l = 0 and A,(B, A,)k-l = 0. 
If k = n < m, then Z, is absent and Z = Z, E M, is nonsingular. Since 
QZ, is nonsingular, Q is also nonsingular. The identities (15) (16a), and 
(16b) still hold. Hence, 
AZ=AZ,=Y&=[Yi Y,] : . 1 1 
so that (18) becomes 
Y-lAZ = Hk 
[ 1 0 . 
Using (15d) and (16b), we have 
(21) 
QBY, = (QB)Y, = H;( PY,) = 0. 
Hence, BY, = 0, since Q is nonsingular. Using this and (15~) we have 
BY = B[Y, Y,] = [BY, BY,] = [Z& 0] = Z,[ K; 01, 
so that (20) becomes 
Z-‘BY = [ Kk’ 01. (22) 
Again, notice that if k = n < m, then we may take A, = 0 in (18) and 
B, = 0 in (20). 
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If a longest nonzero alternating product is of type II, then again there are 
two possibilities, depending on the parity of a longest product. Our analysis of 
both cases holds with A and B interchanged. In particular, we have the 
following results: 
Type II, cuse 1: Odd parity, k 2 1, B( AB)k- ’ # 0, ( AB)k = 0, and 
(BA)k = 0. There exist nonsingular Y E M, and 2 E M, such that 
(a) if k <n, 
for some B, E M,_, ,,_k (23) 
and 
fOl- SOme A, E Mm+_k; (24) 
(b) if k = n < m, then we may take B, = 0 in (23) and A, = 0 in (24). 
Type II, case 2: Even parity, k 3 2, (AB)k-l # 0, B(AB)k-’ = 0, and 
A( BA)k-l = 0. There exist nonsingular Y E M, and Z E M, such that 
(a) if k < n or if k = n < m, 
for some B, E M”-k+l m-k (25) 
and 
y-‘AZ = KkT ’ 
[ 1 0 42 
for some A, E M,,,_k ,,-kfl; c ’ (26) 
(b) if k = n Q m, then we may take B, = 0 in (25) and A, = 0 in (26). 
In all four possible combinations of types and cases, our analysis can be 
applied again to the matrices A, and B,. Iteration of this process leads to the 
following result. 
THEOREM 5. Let positive integers m, n be given with m > n, let A E 
M> mn and BEM,,, be given, and let k = rank CAB)“. Then there exist 
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nonsingular X E M, and Y E M, such that 
-I* 0 *a* 0 0 
0 A, v.0 0 0 
my-1 = : : *. : : 
;, 0 . . . A, (j 
000 00 
(27) 
and 
where 
-JB 0 0-e 0 0 
0 B, ... 0 0 
ygx-1 = : : *. : : 
6 0 -*- B, 0 
0 0 *** 0 0 
(28) 
(a) JA, Js E M, are nonsingular, and JAJB is similar to ]< AB), the 
nonsingular part of the Jordan canonical form of AB, 
(b) Ai, BF E Mmi,,, for all i = 1,. . . , p, 
(c) max{m,, ni} > nkx{mi+l, ni+l}firall i = 1, . . . . p - 1, 
(d) Imi-n,l<lfiralli=l,...,p, 
(e> (Ai, Bi) E {<Z,,,]~$O)>,(]~,CO), Z,,>,(H,,, K&),(K&, H,,,,)Iforeach 
i = l,..., p, 
(f) Hj s [Zj-1 01 E Mj-1 j and K. = [0 Zj_l] E Mj_l,j, and 
(g) Hj Kj’ = ]j’- ,(O) and kTHj = p(O). 
When m = n, A = Z,, and B E M, is nilpotent, the canonical contragre- 
dient equivalence guaranteed by Theorem 5 gives XY-’ = XAY-1 = Z, (so 
that X = Y ), and XBY-1 = YBY-’ reduces to the Jordan canonical form of 
B. This result, together with Theorem (2.4.8) of [lo], leads to a proof of the 
Jordan canonical form of a square matrix. For a more direct exposition of this 
idea, see [12]. 
DEFINITION 6. Let positive integers m, n be given with m 2 n, and let 
A E M,, n and B E M,, m be given. Define 
+(A, B) = {rank A,rank BA,rank ABA,...,rank(AB)“-‘A, 
rank (BA)“, rank B, rank AB, rank BAB,. . . , 
rank ( BA)“-1 B, rank ( AB)“}. 
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The reason for introducing 4(A, B) is that the parts of the canonical 
form in Theorem 5 that contribute to the nilpotent part of AB are com- 
pletely determined by the sequence $4 A, B) 
Consider first what happens if A and B consist of only one canonical 
block. For each choice of the possible pairs of canonical blocks, Table 1 gives 
the ranks of the indicated products. 
Suppose M9 is nilpotent and we are given the sequence 4(@, 9). How 
can we use +(M, 9) to determine the Ai in (27) and the B, in (28)? Let k 
be the smallest integer such that (JY%‘)~ = 0 and (g&)k = 0. Then 1, = 
rank &9W)- ’ is the number of Zk’s in the canonical form for d, and 
hence I, is also the number of J:(O) s in the canonical form for 9, since only 
(type I, case 1) has a nonzero entry in the row corresponding to A( BAjk- ‘. 
In particular, I, of the Ai’s are Zk and each of the I, corresponding Bi’s is 
J:(O). Similarly, I, = rank 9’(d9’)k- ’ is,the number of A,‘s equal to J:(O), 
and I, is also the number of corresponding Bi’s equal to Zk (type II, case 1). 
Notice that the row corresponding to ( ABjk- ’ has three nonzero entries: 
(type I, case l), (type II, case 1) and (type II, case 2). Hence, if I, = 
rank (&93’>k- ‘, then I, - I, - I, of the Ai’s are Kf and the same number of 
Bi’s are Hk, corresponding to (type II, case 2). Similarly, if 1, = 
rank (9&-‘, then I, - I, - I, of the A,‘s are H, and the same number of 
corresponding Bi’s are Kl (typ e I, case 2). If k > 1, the minimality of k 
implies that (MG’)k-l # 0 or (9&)k-1 # 0. Hence, one of I,, Z,, Z,, I, must 
be a positive integer. The only case in which 1, = I, = I, = 1, = 0 is when 
k = 1, d = 0, and 9’ = 0. 
Let &i be a matrix of the form (27) h aving the first I, of the Ai’s equal to 
Zk, the next I, of the A,‘s equal to J:(O), the next I, - I, - 1, of the A,‘s 
equal to Kt, and I, - Z, - 1, of the Aj’s equal to H,. Let ~2?~ be a 
corresponding matrix of the form (28) that is, the first 1, of the Bi’s are 
J:(O), the next 1, of the B,‘s are Zk, the next I, - 1, - I, of the Bi’s are Hk, 
TABLE 1 
RANKS OFPRODUCTS BYTYPEANDCASE 
(Type, case) 0, 1) (I, 2) (II, 1) (II, 2) 
A j:(o) K[ 
B Ik ffk 
rank(ABjk 0 0 0 0 
rank ( BAjk 0 0 0 0 
rank A( BAjk-' 1 0 0 0 
rank B( ABjk-’ 0 0 1 0 
rank ( ABjk-' 1 0 1 1 
rank( BAjk-' 1 1 1 0 
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and the next I, - 1, - 1, of the Bi’s are K l. Subtracting the entries of the 
sequence 4(&i, 9r) f rom corresponding entries of 4(&, 39) gives a new 
sequence of ranks corresponding to the remaining part of the canonical 
forms, whereupon we can repeat the foregoing construction. 
The following procedure summarizes a way of determining a canonical 
form of (&, 9) under contragredient equivalence when &S’ is nilpotent: 
Compute the sequence +(d, a), and examine it to determine the 
smallest integer k such that (&.9>k = 0 and (a?# = 0. 
Let Hr have the form (27), with 2, of the Ai’s equal to I,, 1, of the Ai’s 
equal to J:(O), 1, - 1, - 1, of the Ai’s equal to H,, and 1, - 1, - 1, of 
the A,‘s equal to K l. Let S’r be the corresponding matrix of the form 
(28). Compute &Vi, 9r). 
Replace +(d, 9) by the sequence formed by the differences of corre- 
sponding entries of the sequences +(&, 9) and 4(&r, 9r). 
Repeat the preceding three steps until the all the entries in the sequence 
are 0. 
The following result is immediate. 
LEMMA 7. Let integer-s m, n be given with m > n, and suppose A, C E 
M ,,,andB,DEM,,. Suppose that AB is nilpotent. Then (A, B) N (C, D) 
ifakd only if +(A, Bj = +(C, 0). 
COROLLARY 8. Let integers m, n be given, and suppose A, C E M,, n 
and B, D E M, m. 
tions are satisfiie’d: 
Then (A, B) N (C, D) if and only if the following condi- 
(1) AB is similar to CD, and 
(2) fir all 1 = 0, 1, . . . , max(m, n}, 
(a) rank CBA)’ = rank (DC)“, 
(b) rank A( BA)’ = rank C( DC)‘, and 
(c) rank B( AB)’ = rank D(CD)‘. 
Proof. The forward implication is easily verified and was noted in the 
Introduction. For the converse, we may assume without loss of generality that 
m > n. Theorem 5 guarantees that there exist nonsingular Xi, X, E M,, 
Y,, Y, E M,, and a nonnegative integer k = rank CAB)” = rank (CD)m such 
that 
X,&1 = A1 ’ 
[ 1 0 a- 
and Y,BX;‘= 
[ 
Bl 0 
0 99 1 
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x,cy,-1 = cl O 1 1 and 0 s? Yz DX, ’ = 
where A,, B,, C,, D, E Mk are nonsingular and &LS and 229 are nilpotent. 
Since AB is similar to CD, the nonsingular parts of their respective Jordan 
canonical forms are the same. Therefore, A, B, is similar to C, D, and hence 
Lemma 4 guarantees that (A,, B,) N CC,, Dl). Moreover, (1) also ensures 
that rank CAB)’ = rank (CD)” for all integers I = 0, 1, . . . , m. These identi- 
ties and the rank identities (2) ensure that qf&?, 9) = +(g, 8), so (&, 9) 
N (G?‘, 8) by Lemma 7. ??
COROLLARY 9. Let positive integers m, n be given with m 2 n, and let 
A E M,,. and B E M,,, be given. Then (A, B) - (C, D>, where 
and 
(29) 
(30) 
k, JB, $ Bi, i = 1,. . . , p are as in Theorem 5, and (T is any permutation of 
,..., . 
Proof. Check that the conditions of Corollary 8 are satisfied. m 
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DEFINITION 10. For A E M,, n and B E M,,,, we define 
Let k 2 0 be a given integer. Then JI( A, B)2k = ( AB)k @ ( BAjk and 
$(A, B)2k+’ = q(A(BAjk, B(AB)k). Hence, 
rank I,!J( A, B)2k = rank ( AB)k + rank ( BA)k (31) 
and 
rank I,!J( A, B)2kf1 = rank A( BA)k + rank B( AB)k. (32) 
If AB is similar to CD, +(A, B) is similar to $(C, D), and rank A(BA)’ 
= rank C( DC)’ for all integers 1 > 0, then the conditions of Corollary 8 are 
satisfied and hence (A, B) * (C, 0). Conversely, all of these conditions are 
satisfied if (A, B) - (C, D). 
COROLLARY 11. Let integers m, n be given and suppose A, C E M,, n 
and B, D E M, ,,,. 
tions are sati.sj$d: 
Then ( A, B) _ (C, D) if and only if the following condi- 
(1) AB is similar to CD, 
(2) $(A, B) is similar to I,!J(C, D), and 
(3) rank A( BA)” = rank C( DC)’ for all I! = 0, 1, . . . , max{m, n}. 
3. COMPLEX ORTHOGONAL EQUIVALENCE AND THE 
QS DECOMPOSITION 
The classical QS decomposition (algebraic polar decomposition) is the fact 
that any nonsingular A E M, can be written as A = QS, where Q E M, is 
complex orthogonal (Q- ’ = QT) and S E M, is complex symmetric (S = ST) 
(see Theorem (3) on p. 6 of [6] and Th eorem (6.4.16) of [llj). However, not 
every singular A E M, has a QS decomposition. If A = QS, then ATA = S2 
= QTAATQ, so that AAT is similar to ATA. For the example 
2, AAT= ; ; , 
[ 1 ATA=[: 2 iI], 
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AAT is not similar to ATA, so this A cannot have a QS decomposition. In 
[14], it is shown that similarity of AAT and ArA is sufficient for A to have a 
QS decomposition. Here, we use what we have learned about contragredient 
equivalence to give a different approach to this result. 
LEMMA 12. Let A,CEM,,, with m > n. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) (A, AT> - CC, CT>. 
(2) (A, AT) N (C, CT> via orthogonal matrices: C = QIAQ, for some 
orthogonal Q1 E M, and Qz E M,, i.e., A and C are complex orthogonally 
equivalent. 
(3) AAT is similar to CCT, and 
A 1 1 :T 0 is similar to C 1 I ZT 0’ 
Proof. Suppose (A, AT > N (C, CT). Then there exist nonsingular X E 
M, and Y E M, such that C = XAY-’ and CT = YATXP1. Hence, XAY-’ 
= c = (cr)r = (X-l)rAYr, so XTXA = AY T Y. From this it follows that 
p(XTX)A = Ap(Y TY > for any polynomial p(t). Let p(t) be a polynomial 
that interpolates the principal branch of fi and its first m - 1 derivatives on 
the joint spectra of XTX and Y T Y. Then Corollary (6.2.12) of [ll] guarantees 
that the symmetric matrices S, = p( XTX) and S, = p(Y T Y > are such that 
S: = XTX and Si = Y T Y; moreover, we know that S, A = AS,. One checks 
that Qr = XSL1 and Qa = YS,’ are orthogonal, X = Q,S,, and Y = Qz S,. 
Now compute 
C = XAY-1 = Q1(S,A)S,lQ,’ = Q1( AS,)S;‘Q,T = QIAQ,T. 
Since CT = (QIAQl)T = Qz ATQT as well, we have shown that (1) implies 
(2). One checks easily that (2) ’ pl rm ies (3). To show that (3) implies (l), 
suppose that AAT is similar to CCT and +(A, AT) is similar to $(C, CT) 
(see Definition 10). Then rank +( A, AT)2k+1 = rank I,!J(C, CT)2k+1 for ev- 
ery integer k 2 0. Since rank X = rank XT for any X E M,, n, we also have 
rank I++( B, BT)ZL+l = rank B(BTB)k + rank BT(BBT)k 
= rank B( BTB)k + rank [ B( BTB)k]r 
= 2rank B( BTR)L 
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for any B E M,,, and any integer k > 0. Thus, we must also have 
rank A( ATA)k = rank C(CTC)k for-all k = 0,1,2 ,.... 
Corollary 11 ensures that (A, AT) - (C, CT >, and our proof is complete. ??
THEOREM 13. Let A E M, be given. The following are equivalent: 
(1) (A, AT) N (AT, A). 
(2) ATA is similar to AAT. 
(3) A = QIATQ, for some orthogonal Q1, Qz E M,. 
(4) A = QS for some orthogonal Q E M, and symmetric S E M,. 
(5) A = QA’Q for some orthogonal Q E M,. 
Proof. Notice that $(A, B) = $(I,, Z&(B, A)$(&, I,,) for any A, B 
E M, and $(I,, I,)-’ = $(I,, I,); we conclude that +(A, B) is similar to 
+(B, A). In p r-t’ 1 a KU ar, n( A, AT) is similar to @(AT, A). Lemma 12 now 
guarantees the equivalence of (l), (2) and (3). Now suppose A = Q1 ATQ2 
for some orthogonal Qr, Q2 E M,. Then 
B = AQF = Q1ATQ2QT = ( AQT)~(Q,Q;) = B~Q, 
where Q = QsQT. NOW, BQT = BT = (BTQ>’ = QTB, SO Q’ = 
mutes with B, and hence Q (which is a polynomial in Q-‘) commutes with 
B. Since QB = BQ implies QBT = BTQ, Q also commutes with zy ‘z T 
be any polynomial square root of Q, so that R commutes with B and with 
BT. Moreover, B = BTQ = BTR2. Thus, BR-l = BTR = RBT. Hence, 
(BR-l)’ = (BR-l)(RBT) = BBT, so BBT has a square root. Theorem (4) of 
[4] (see also Problem 23 in Section (6.3) of [ll]) guarantees that BBT has a 
symmetric square root S that is similar to BR-‘, say S = Y(BR-‘)Y-‘. 
Thus, S2 = Y(BBT)Y-l and 
+( S, S) = Z$( BR-‘, BR-‘)2-l 
= Z$( BR-‘, RBT)Z-I 
= Z,+( B, BT)ZI1, 
where 2 = Y @ Y and 2, E Z(Z, @ R). Hence, S2 is similar to BBT and 
I,ZJ(S, S) is similar to I,!J(B, BT). Le mma 12 guarantees that AQF = B = 
Q3SQ4 for some orthogonal Qs, Q4 E M,. Thus, A = Q3SQ4Q1 = QS,, 
where Q = QsQ~QI is orthogonal and S, = QTQiSQ4Q1 is symmetric, so 
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we have shown that (3) implies (4). Now suppose A = QS for some orthogo- 
nal Q and symmetric S E M,. Then S = QTA and AT = SQ’ = QTAQT, SO 
that A = QA’Q and (4) implies (5). Since (5) trivially implies (31, our proof is 
complete. ??
4. THE 4s POLAR DECOMPOSITION OF A 
In the preceding section we studied a factorization related to the trans- 
pose operator 4 : M, + M, given by +(A) = AT: We characterized those 
A E M, that could be written as A = XI’, where X E M, is nonsingular and 
X-’ = 4(X>, and Y E M, satisfies Y = $(Y ). In this section we consider a 
factorization of the same form for a general linear operator 4 : M, + M, 
that shares some basic properties of the transpose operator, viz., 4 is a linear, 
spectrum-preserving, involutory antiautomorphism of M,. 
DEFINITION 14. Let 9: denote the set of nonsingular symmetric 
(AT = A) matrices in M,, let 9, denote the set of all nonsingular skew- 
symmetric (AT = -A) matrices in M,, and set y, ~9: U9:. The 
spectrum (set of eigenvalues) of A E M, will be denoted by o(A). 
Since the rank of a skew-symmetric matrix is even, yi is empty if n is 
odd. 
LEMMA 15. Let C) : M, + M, be a given linear operator. There exists an 
S E Yn such that c$( X) = SXTSml for all X E M, $ and only if the 
following three conditions hold for all A, B E M,: 
(1) cr(4(A)) = a(A), 
(2) +(+(A)) = A, and 
(3) 44 AB) = 4( B)4( A). 
Proof. The forward implication can be verified easily. .Conversely, sup- 
pose 4 : M, + M, is a linear operator satisfying the three given conditions. 
Under assumption (l), results about linear preservers (see Theorem (4.5.7) of 
[ll]) guarantee that there exists a nonsingular S E M, such that either 
4(X) = sxs-l f or all X E M, or 4(X> = SXTS-’ for all X E M,. Since 
4(AB) = ~(B)c#J( A) for any A, B E M,, it must be that 4(X) = SXTS-‘. 
For all A E M,, we have A = +(4(A)) = +(SATS-‘) = S(SATS-‘)TS-’ = 
SSmTASTSml = (SS-T)A(SS-T)-‘. Hence, SST = oZ, and S = oST. Thus, 
S = (w( aST)T = (Y’S. Since S is nonsingular, (Y = f 1, that is, either S = ST 
(S ~9:) or S = -ST(S ~9’;). Hence, S EYE, as asserted. ??
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DEFINITION 16. Let S ~9” be given. We define the linear operator 
4s : M,, + M, by 
c#J,( A) = SATS-’ forall A EM,. 
For a given S EP~, we say that A is ~&~yrnmetric if &-(A) = A; A is 
&skew-symmetric if c&( A) = -A; A is &-orthogonal if A&(A) = Z 
[that is, A is nonsingular and A-’ = &(A)]. Finally, we say that A has a 6s 
polar &composition if A = Xy for some &-orthogonal X and &-symmet- 
ric Y. 
If S = I, then & is ordinary transposition and the & polar decomposi- 
tion is the QS decomposition (algebraic polar decomposition). If S = [sij] E 
Yn has s~,~_~+~ = 1 for i = l,..., n and all other sij = 0, then C& is 
antitransposition (see [7]). For n = 4 and S = diag(1, 1, 1, - 11, the real 
4-by-4 & orth o g onal matrices are the Lorentz transformations on R4. For 
n = 2m and 
s= 0 L I 1 -1, 0 EM2m, 
the 2m-by-2m +,-orthogonal matrices are the symplectic group in M,,. 
The following assertions are easily verified. 
LEMMA 17. Let S ~9~ be given, and define & as in Definition 16. 
Then 
(1) &(A-‘) = &(A>-1 for all nonsingular A E M,. 
(2) &Cl) = Z. 
(3) A&(A) and &(&A are &-symmetric for all A E M,. 
(4) p(&( A)) = +Jp( A)) for all A E M, and all polynomials p(t). 
(5) Zf A E M, is &symmetric, then p(A) is &-symmetric for every 
polynomial p( t 1. 
(6) ZfA, B E M, are +s-orthogonal, then AB is +orthogonal, so the set 
of &-orthogonal matrices in M, forms a group. 
(7) Suppose that S E 9’) and let S, •9~~ be such that S: = S. Then 
S, AS[l is c/+ symmetric if and only if A is symmetric. 
It is natural to ask if Theorem 13 can be generalized to the C& polar 
decomposition. In particular, is it true that a given A E M, has a & polar 
decomposition if and only if A&( A) is similar to &(A) A? We shall see that 
it is if A is nonsingular or if S is symmetric, but that if A is singular and S is 
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skew-symmetric it is possible for A+,(A) to be similar to &( A)A even 
through A does not have a & polar decomposition. 
4.1. Nonsingular A 
The following generalization of the QS decomposition for nonsingular 
matrices shows that every nonsingular matrix has a & polar decomposition 
for every S E Pn. 
THEOREM 18 (Existence). Let S EL$ and a nonsingular A E M, be 
given. Then 
(a) There exists a &-symmetric Y,, E M,, such that Y,” = c#J,(A)A and YO 
is a polynomial in C&(A) A. 
(b) Zf Y is a given &-symmetric matrix such that Y 2 = c&( A)A, then 
X(A, Y > = AY-l is +,-orthogonal and A = X( A, Y >Y. 
(c) A commutes with &.(A> if and only if there exist commuting X and 
Y E M, such that A = Xl’, X is &-orthogonal, and Y is &-symmetric. 
Proof. We may take Y,, to be any polynomial square root of c&C A) A. 
For the second assertion, suppose Y 2 = &(A) A. Then 
Z = Y-lY2Y-’ = Y-l&( A) AY-’ = &( AY-‘)( AY-l), 
so X( A, Y) = AY-’ is 4,-orthogonal and A = AY-lY = X( A, Y)Y. If A 
= XY with X 4,-orthogonal and Y &-symmetric, and if X and Y commute, 
then A&(A) = (X2’)q&(XY) = XY&(Y)&(X) = XY2+s(X) = Y2 = 
+s(A)A. Conversely, if A commutes with &(A), then A commutes with 
Y,,, which is a polynomial in &(A) A. It follows that Y, commutes with 
X( A, Y,,) = AY;l. But X(A, Y,,) is orthogonal by our second assertion, and 
A = X( A, Y,)Y,. ??
THEOREM 19 (Uniqueness). Let S EYE and a nonsingular A E M, be 
given, Let Y, E M, be &-symmetric, and suppose Yt = +,(A) A and Y, is 
a polynomial in c#J~( A) A. Let X( A, Y,,> E AY{‘, SO A = X( A, YJYO is a 4s 
polar decomposition of A. Let X, Y E M, be given. T@n X is +x-thogonal, 
Y is $,-symmetric, and A = XY if and only if there exists a +s-orthogonal 
X, E M, such that X, commutes with Y,, Xf = I, X = X(A, YJX,, and 
Y = X,Y,. 
Proof. For the forward implication, let X, = YY, ‘. All the assertions 
follow from Theorem 18 and the observation that Y, is a polynomial in 
+s(A)A = Y2, which ensures that Y (and hence Xi) commutes with Y,. 
Conversely, under the stated assumptions we have XY = X( A, Y,)Xf Y, = 
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X(A,YO’,)Y, = A and &(Y) = 4s(X,YJ = Y,+s(Xr) = YoX,l = YoXr = 
X,Y, = Y, so Y is &-symmetric. Moreover, 
+,(X)X = ~s(X(A,Y,)X,)X(A,Y,)Xl 
= ~s(X,>~s(X(A,k’,))X(A,Y,)X, 
= &(X,)X, = 1, 
so X is &-orthogonal. W 
As an immediate application of the 4s polar decomposition, we have the 
following generalizations of the fact that two complex symmetric matrices are 
similar if and only they are complex orthogonally similar; see Section 1.1 of 
[13] for analogs of the following three results involving real similarity. 
THEOREM 20. Let A, B E M, and S E Pn be given. There exists a 
&-orthogonal X E M, such that A = XBX-1 if and only if there exists a 
nonsingular Z E M, such that A = ZBZ-’ and &(A) = ZC$J,(B)Z-~. 
Proof. The forward implication is easily verified. For the converse, we 
have ZBZ-’ = A = &(&(A)) = &(ZC#J,(B)Z-‘) = $s(Z>-‘B&(Z), SO 
@,(Z)Z)B = B(4JZ)Z). Th eorem 18 guarantees that there exists a &- 
symmetric Y E M, that is a polynomial in &(Z)Z, as well as a +,-orthogo- 
nal X E M, such that Z = XY. Since &(Z>Z commutes with B, Y also 
commutes with B. Thus, A = ZBZ-’ = (XY>B(Y-lX-‘) = XBX-‘. ??
The following immediate consequences of Theorem 20 generalize Corol- 
laries (6.4.18-19) of [ll], which correspond to S = I. 
COROLLARY 21. Let A, B E M, and S E 9n be given, and suppose there 
exists a polynomial p(t) such that &.(A> = p(A) and 4,(B) = p(B). Then 
A is similar to B if and only if there exists a &orthogonal X E M, such that 
A = XBX-‘. 
COROLLARY 22. Let S E 9, be given, and suppose both A, B E M, are 
&-symmetric, both are & skew-symmetric, or both are 4,-orthogonal. Then 
A is similar to B af and only if A is &-orthogonally similar to B. 
Notice that the argument given for Theorem 18(b) does not use the 
linearity of 4, so it yields a somewhat more general result for nonsingular 
matrices: Let G be a given subgroup of GL(n, C), the group of nonsingular 
matrices in M,. Let f : G -+ G be a given involutory antiautomorphism (not 
necessarily linear or spectrum-preserving), i.e., a function such that fC f< A)) 
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= A and f( AB) = f( B)f( A) for all A, B E G. For each A E G, suppose 
there is some Y E G such that Y ’ = f( A) A and f(Y ) = Y. The proof of 
Theorem 18(b) shows that every A E G can then be written as A = XY, 
where X, Y-E G, Xf(X> = I, and Y = f(Y >. Functions such as f(A) = A*, 
A-‘, and A- ’ are included in this framework but are not of the form given 
in Definition 16. In what may have been the first proof of the polar 
decomposition for square complex (nonsingular) matrices, L. Autonne used 
this approach in 1902 [l]; see [2] for a more recent discussion. We do not 
pursue this line of thought, since it does not seem to lead to generalized polar 
factorizations for singular matrices. 
4.2. General A 
Let S EYE and A E M, be given. If A = XY is a & polar decomposi- 
tion of A, then A&(A) = (XY>&(XY) = XY’+,(X) = XY2Xm1 is similar 
to +s( A) A = Y 2. Is this condition sufficient for the existence of a 4s polar 
decomposition of A? Using properties enumerated in Lemma 17, one can 
follow the same argument used to prove Lemma I2 and obtain the following 
generalization. 
LEMMA 23. Let S ~9~ and A, B E M, be given. The following are 
equivalent: 
(1) (A, &(A)) N (B, 4s(B)). 
(2) (A, &(A)) N (B, +s(B)) via &-orthogonal matrices, that is, there 
exist &-orthogonal X,, X2 E M, such that A = X, BX,. 
(3) A&(A) is similar to B4,(B), and 
[ $A) i] ksimilarto[ +,(“g) :]’ 
Since for any C, D E M,, +(C, D) is always similar to +(D, C> (see 
Definition lo), the following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 23. 
THEOREM 24. L.et S ~9” and A E M, be given. There exist &-or- 
thogonal X,, X2 E M, such that A = X, &( A)X, if and only if A &s( A) is 
similar to &( A) A. 
Let A E M, and S ~9” be given. If there are &-orthogonal matrices 
X,, X2 E M, such that A = X14s( A)X,, let 
B = A&.(X,) and X = X24(X,) 
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and follow the argument in the proof of Theorem 13 to show that: 
(a> B = &(B)X, and X is &s-orthogonal. 
(b) X commutes with B, and hence also with &(B). 
Suppose R is a given square root of X that commutes with B. For example, 
R may be taken to be any polynomial square root of X. 
(c) B&(B) = (BR-1)2. 
(d) R commutes with &(B), because R&(B) = RBX-l = BRX-1 = 
&(B)XRX-i = &.(B)R. It follows that BR-1 = R&(B). 
Suppose W E M, is a given &-symmetric matrix that is similar to BR-‘. 
(e) W2 is similar to B&(B), and $(W, &(W)) = +(W, W) is simi- 
lar to $(BR-‘, RR-l) = @(RR-‘, R&-(B)), which in turn is similar to 
$(B, &(B)). 
Lemma 23 now ensures that there are &-orthogonal matrices Z,, Z, E M, 
such that B = ZiWZ,, and hence A = [Z,Z,X,I[~s(Z,X,)W(Z,X,)l is a & 
polar decomposition. Conversely, if A = ZY for Z, Y E M, such that Y = 
##‘) and Z&(Z) = I, and if we take X, = X, = Z and R = I, then 
A = X,&(A)X,, R2 = X,&(X,> = I, and A&(X,)R-’ = Y is &-sym- 
metric. We summarize our conclusions in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 25. Let S ~9’ and A E M, be given. There exist a &-or- 
thogonal X E M, and a +,-symmetric Y E M, such that A = XY if and only 
if there exist +,-orthogonal X,, X, and a nonsingular R such that 
(1) A = X,&(A)X,, 
(2) R2 = X,$,(X,> and R commutes with AC&(X,), and 
(3) A+,(X,)R- ’ is similar to a &-symmetric matrix. 
Notice that the requirements of Theorem 25(2) are always attainable for 
some nonsingular R, since one may take R to be any polynomial square root 
of &(X,)X,. Moreover, Theorem 24 ensures that Theorem 25(l) holds if 
and only if A&( A) is similar to &(A) A. However, it is not clear that 
among the choices of Xi, X,, and R that satisfy conditions (1) (2) there is 
one for which condition (3) holds. If S E yl, we will show that any n-by-n 
matrix is similar to a +,-symmetric matrix, so that (3) is satisfied for any 
choice of Xi, X,, and R that satisfy (11, (2). In this case the question asked at 
the beginning of this section has an affirmative answer. However, for each 
even n and each S E 9; we shall see that there is some A E M, such that 
A&(A) is similar to &( A)A but A d oes not have a & polar decomposi- 
tion, 
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4.3. General A and Symmetric S 
LEMMA 26. Let S ~9~ and A E M, be given. There exists a &-sym- 
metric Y E M, that is similar to A. 
Proof. Let B E M, be symmetric and similar to A, let S, be any 
symmetric square root of S, and let C = S,BS,‘. Then C is similar to A, 
and 4,(C) = SCTSel = S(S,BS[‘)rS1 = Sf(S,1BS,)S,2 = SIBS,’ = 
C, so that C is &-symmetric. W 
THEOREM 27. Let S ~9~’ and a &-symmetric Y E M, be given, and 
suppose Y = A2 for some A E M,. Then there exists a &-symmetric Y, that 
satisfies Y12 = Y and Y, is similar to A. 
Proof. Lemma 26 guarantees that there exists a 4,-symmetric B that is 
similar to A. Then B2 [which is &symmetric by Lemma 17(5)] is similar to 
A2 = Y. Corollary 22 guarantees that there exists a &-orthogonal X E M, 
such that Y = XB2XW1 = (XBX-1>2. Then XBX-’ = XB&(X> is #~~-sym- 
metric and is similar to A. W 
Theorem 25 and Lemmata 23 and 26 now imply the following result 
about & polar decomposition in the symmetric case, which is a generaliza- 
tion of Theorem 13. 
THEOREM 28. Let S ??9’+ and A E M, be given. The following are 
equivalent: 
(1) (A, 4s( A)) N (4,(A), A). 
(2) A&( A) is similar to &.(A) A. 
(3) A = Xl&( A)X, for some &-orthogonal Xl, X2 E M,. 
(4) A = XY for some &-orthogonal X E M,, and &-symmetric Y E M,. 
(5) A = X4,( A)X for some &-orthogonal X E M,. 
4.4. General A and Skew-Symmetric S 
Let an even integer n > 2, S ~9~~) and a +,-symmetric Y E M, be 
given.ThenY = 4,(Y) = SYTS1, so YS = SY* = -STY* = -(YS)r.The 
skew-symmetric matrix YS, and hence also Y itself, must have even rank. 
Thus, if n is even, no A E M, with odd rank can have a 4s polar 
decomposition. 
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Let an even integer 12 > 2 and S ~9; be given. Let X E M, be 
nonsingular and such that 
XSXT= T1 ; CBS,, 
[ I 
where S, E 9, 2 if n > 2 or is absent if n = 2. Consider B = Jz(0) 8 O,_, 
E M,, and set A = X-‘BX. One computes 
A4,( A) = (X-lBX)S( X-lBX)TS-’ 
= X-lB( XSXT) BTX-TS-l( X+X) 
= X-‘B[(XSXT)BT(XSXT)-l]X 
= X-‘[./z(O) @ on-21 [ -.Mo> @ L,] x 
= 0. 
Similarly, +s( A) A = 0. Hence, A&( A) is similar (in fact, equal) to &(A) A, 
but rank A = 1, so A does not have a 4s polar decomposition. 
This example shows that when S E 9;) similarity of A&(A) and 
r$s( A) A is not sufficient to guarantee that A has a & polar decomposition. 
It is an open question to characterize the even-rank matrices with even 
dimensions that have a 4s polar decomposition for a given S E 9;. 
5. A* AND x 
It p natural to ask what the analogs of Lemma I2 are for the mappings 
A + A or A + A* on M,. Although these mappings satisfy some of the 
conditions in Lemma 15(I)-(3), they are not homogeneous and are not 
spectrum-preserving. For a given A, C E M, n, when is (A, A*) N (C, C*)? 
If m = n, when is (A, x) N (C, c)? The first case is immediate, and we 
present it without proof. 
THEOREM 29. Let A, C E M,, n b e given. Then the following are equiva- 
lent : 
(1) (A, A*) N (C, C*). 
(2) AA* is similar to CC * . 
(3) A and C have the same singular values, including multiplicities. 
(4) (A, A*) * (C, C*) via unitary matrices: C = U, AU, for some uni- 
tary U, E M, and U, E M,, i.e., A and C are unitarily equivalent. 
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Recall that A, C E M, are consimilar if A = SCs-l for some nonsingu- 
lar S E M,. We now apply the analysis of Lemma 12 to the conjugate 
mapping. 
THEOREM 30. Let A, C E M, be given. Then (A, A) N (C, c> if and 
only if there exists a nonsingular S E M, such that A = SCs-l, that is, if 
and only if A is consimilar to C. 
Proof. Suppose (A, x) N (C, c>. Then there exist nonsingular X, Y_ E 
M,_such that A = XCY-’ and A= Y??X-‘. Hence XCY-1 = A = A= 
YCX-‘. It follows that ZC = Cz- i, where Z = y- ‘X. Now, Theorem 
(6.4.20) $ [ll] gu arantees that there is a primary matrix function log X such 
that log(Z-‘) = -(log Z) and e”‘g’ = Z. Ifwe set F = ei”‘g’, then F2 = Z 
and g-1 = e-; iogz = ,+logz-’ 
that F = p(Z) and F-l = 
so there is a single polynomial p(t) such 
&“>. Thus, FC = p(Z)C = Cp(z- ‘) = CF- ’ 
and so A = XCY-1 = Y(Y-‘X)CYP1 = ?ZCY-’ = yF2CY-l = SCS-‘, 
where S = FF. Therefore, A and C are consimilar. The converse is easily 
verified. ??
Corollary 8 and Theorem 30 now give the following, which is Theorem 
4.1 in [8]. 
COROLLARY 31. LA A, C E M, be given. Then A is consimilar to C if 
and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Mis similar to Cc, and 
(2) rank <AA)‘A = rank (Cc)kC for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n. 
6. THE NILPOTENT PARTS OF AB AND BA 
Let integers m, n be given with m > n > 1, and let A E M,, ,, and 
* E Ma,, be given. It is known (Theorem (1.3.20) of [lo]) that the nonsingu- 
lar Jordan blocks in the Jordan canonical forms of AB and BA are the same; 
this also follows from Lemma 3. What can be said about the nilpotent Jordan 
blocks of AB and BA? The statement of the following result is due to 
Flanders [5] (see [I71 for a different approach); we give a new proof based on 
the canonical form in Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 32. Let positive integers m, n be given with m > n, let 
A E M,,. and B E M, m be given, and let k = rank ( AB)". There exist 
zntegers m, > *** 2 m,‘> 1 and n, > 0.. > nP > 1, and nonsingular X E 
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M, and Y E M, such that 
X(AB)X-’ =J(AB) @l,(O) @ ... @Jm,(0) @ 0 
and 
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Y( BA)Y-’ =J( AB) @J,JO) @ *.. @Jn,(0) @ 0, 
where J( AB) E M, is the nonsingular part of the Jordan canonical form of 
AB, and Imj - nil < 1 for each i = 1,. . . , p. Conversely, let integers m, > 
**a > mp > 1 and n, > 
and n = n1 + **. +n,. 
a+* > np > 1 be given, and set m = m, + -0. +mP 
Suppose that lmi - nil < 1 for each i = 1,. . . , p. 
Then there exist A E M,,, and B E M, m such that 
AB is similar to Jm,(0) @ *** @ J,,,,(O) 
and 
BA is similar to J”,(O) @ *a* @ J,,,(O). 
Proof. Theorem 5 ensures that there is an integer p > 0 and nonsingu- 
lar X E M, and Y E M, such that 
-IA 0 *** 
0 A, ..a 
XAy-’ = : : ** 
(j 0 . . . 
0 0 0 
and 
-lB 0 *** 
0 B, ... 
YBX-1 = : : *. 
;, (j ..: 
0 0 --* 
0 0 
0 0 
. . . . 
A, 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
. . 
. I *> . . % O 0 0 
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where J*, Js E Mk are nonsingular; each 
and m, > 0.. > mP > 1. Hence 
and 
Y( BA)Y-’ = JBJA @ B,A, @ a.. $ B, A, @ 0. 
Since JA and ]a E Mk are nonsingular, JAJB is similar to JBJA and both 
products are similar to J( AB). For all i such that Aj E {I,,, J:,(O)}, we have 
Ai Bi = Bi Ai = J:,(O); if Ai = H,l, then Ai Bj = JL _,(O) and Bi Ai = J:,(O); 
and if Ai = Kz,, then A, Bi = J:,(O) and Bi Ai = ]i, _ ,(O). Notice that all of 
the sizes of the corresponding nilpotent Jordan blocks of AB and BA just 
enumerated differ by at most one. Repetition of this enumeration for 
m2, . . . ,m,, gives the asserted result. 
For the converse, we look at the three possibilities for each i = 1, . . . , p: 
If mi = n,, set Ai = I,+ and Bi = Jfl,<O); if mi = ni + 1, set Ai = Ki, and 
Bi = H,,; and if m, = ni - 1, set Ai = Hmi and Bi = Kli. Then 
have the asserted properties. ??
We can also use the results in Section 2 to give a different proof for 
Theorem (3) in [5] (see also [16]). 
THEOREM 33. Let A E M,, n, B E M,,,, and a nilpotent N E M,,, be 
given. Suppose that NA = 0. Then the ]oro!an canonical forms of AB and 
AB + N have the same nonsingular parts, and these two matrices have the 
same set of eigenvalues. 
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Proof. Lemma 3 guarantees that there exist nonsingular X E M, and 
Y E M, such that 
my-1 = ‘k ’ 
[ 1 0 &It 
and YBX-1 = [j(y) 11, 
where J( AB) E M, is the nonsingular part of the Jordan canonical form of 
AB and &LB E M,_ k is nilpotent. Partition XNX- ’ as 
where N,, E Mk and N22 E M,_k . 
Notice that 
0 = NA = XNAY-' = (XNX-l)(XAY-l) = 
+ 
so that N,, = 0, N2r = 0, N,,& = 0, and N,,M = 0. Thus, 
and the nilpotence of N,, follows from that of N. Note that N,T- k = 
c&g>,- k = 0, so any product of the form (&9)‘Ni2 vanishes when 
max{r, t) 2 m - k. Since N,,M = 0, we have 
(dG’+ N,)" = (dB)‘+ (AG~')~-~N~~ + ..- +(AW)N,~,~ + N;, 
for every 1 = 1,2, . . . ; for 1 = 2(m - k), each of these summands vanishes. 
Thus ti9 + N, is nilpotent. Since the spectra of J( AB) and ~~299 + N,, 
are disjoint, it follows (see Problem (10) in Section (2.4) of [lo]> that 
X(AB+N)X-l= 1 (33) 
is similar to J( AB) @ (LZ?~% + Nz2), whose nonsingular part is J< AB), as 
asserted. The assertion about the spectra of AB and AB + N is apparent 
from (33). H 
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7. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE EXISTENCE OF A 
SQUARE ROOT 
It is known that for any A E M,, AA is similar to the square of a real 
matrix (Corollary 4.10 of [8]), and we have seen that AAT has a square root 
whenever AAT is similar to ATA [since A = QS and AAT = (QSQ’)” in this 
case]. Our goal in this section is to show how the canonical form for 
contragredient equivalence leads to a sufficient condition for the existence of 
a square root that encompasses both of these observations. 
LEMMA 34. Let an integer n > 1, A E M,_l,., and B E M,,“_l be 
given. Suppose that BA is similar to J,,(O). Then 
(1) AB is similar to Jn_ ,(O), and 
(2) rank A(BA)k = rank B( AB)k 
n-k-l fork=0 ,..., n-l, = 
0 fork > n. 
Proof. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Flanders’s 
Theorem 32, but it is easy to give a direct proof: Since CBA)” = 0 and 
CAB) n+l = A(BA)“B = 0, we see that AB is nilpotent, so rank BA < n - 1. 
But n - 2 = rank ( BA)2 < rank AB < n - 1, so rank AB = n - 2, which 
ensures that AB is similar to Jn_ i(O). Using (l), we have 
n - k - 1 = n - (k + 1) = rank( BA)k+l 
= rank B( AB)kA 
< rank B( AB)k 
Q rank (AB)k 
=(n-1)-k=n-k-l 
and 
n-k-l=rank(BA)kfl 
= rank BA( BA) k 
< rank A( BA) k 
= rank ( AB)kA 
Q rank (AB)k 
=n-k-l, 
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so rank B( AZV~)~ = rank A( BA)k = n - k - 1 for k = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. Since 
( AB)"-' = 0 and CBA)” = 0, rank Z3(AB)k = rank A( BA)k = 0 for all k > 
n. ??
Let m > n be given, and let A E M,,. and B E M,,, be given. 
Corollary 9 guarantees that there exist nonsingular X E M, and Y E M, 
such that 
XAY-‘=[: _ j2 i] and YBX-‘=[: ;, i2 ,] 
where IA, Jr, E M, are nonsingular and ]*]a is similar to the nonsingular 
part of the Jordan canonical form of AB; HI and &‘r contain all canonical 
blocks of the form I,,+ and I:(O), that is 
and 
with m, > *.* > m, > 0 and (Ye >/ **+ > q > 0 (if all mi = cq = 0, then 
&I and ~8, are absent); and -Q1; and ~8s contain all the canonical blocks of the 
form H,, and KL , that is 
and 
withn,>, *** 2 n, > 0 and PI > 
and ~?a are absent). 
a.. > p, > O (if all nj = pj = 0, then @s 
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Since HP E M,_ 1, p and KF E M,, p_ 1 satisfy H, Kt = Jt_ ,(O), it fol- 
lows from Lemma 34(2) (or from inspection of the respective products) that 
rank HP(KrHp>k = rank K;(H, Kijk for all k > 0. Thus, we always have 
rank &g(~&z)k = rank LZ~(-C~,LZ’~)~ forall k = O,l,2,... 
without any assumption on A or B. 
If we now assume that 
rank A(BA)k = rank B(AB)k forall k = 0,1,2 ,..., m, 
then it follows that 
rank M1( B’@r) k = rank LB~(M~G’~) k forall k = O,1,2 ,..., m. (34) 
If (~1 > ml, take k = cxl - 1 > ml, so Ji(0)k # 0, ]z(0)k+l = 0 and Jm,(0)k 
= 0 for all i = 1, . . . , t, and hence 
-%Pw-dk = [c,(qk @J;(0)k+l] @ *** a3 [J;,(o)” .J;(o)k+l] = 0 
and 
= [o Qy)“] 63 -*- @ [o eJ;(o)k] # 0. 
Since this contradicts (34), we must have (Ye Q m,. A symmetric argu- 
ment, taking k = m, - 1, shows that m, Q cxl. Hence m, = cyl. Repetition 
of this argument shows that m, = cxi for all i = 2,. . . , t. Conversely, if 
cxyi = m, for all i, then rank A(BA)k = rank B(ABjk for all k = 0, 1, 
2 ,***> m. We summarize what we have learned in the following result, which 
also plays a key role’ in identifying a canonical form under orthogonal 
equivalence. 
LEMMA 35. Let positive integers m, n be given with m > n, let A E M,,,, n 
andBEM,,,b g e iven, and let p = rank CAB)“‘. The following are equiva- 
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lent: 
(a) There exist nonsingular X E M, and Y E M, such that 
where IA, JB E M, are nonsingular if p > 1 or are absent if p = 0, JAJB is 
similar to the nonsingular part of the Jordan canonical form of AB, 
and 
(b) rank A(BA)k = rank B( AB)k for all k = 0, 1,2,. . . , m. 
Notice that ~~‘~99~ =S1til. Thus, we always have 
rank (d191)k = rank (.S+Z?,)~ forall k = 1,2,3,... 
without any assumptions on A or B. 
If we now assume that 
rank ( AB)k = rank ( BA)k forall k = 1,2,3 ,..., m, 
then it follows that 
rank (s?~LS~)~ = rank (LEL&~)~ forall k = 1,2,3 ,..., m. 
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An argument similar to the proof of Lemma 35 now shows that nj = pi for 
j = l,..., s. Conversely, if nj = /I. for each j, then rank ( AB)k = rank (BA)k 
for all k = 1,2,3, . . . . Thus, we h ave the following complement to Lemma 
35. 
LEMMA 36. Let positive integers m’, n be given with m > n, let A E M,, n 
and B E M, , m be given, and let p = rank ( AB)"'. The following are equiva- 
lent: 
(a) There exist nonsingular X E M,,, and Y E M, such that 
where JA, JB E M, are nonsingular if p > 1 or are absent if p = 0, JA]s is 
similar to the nonsingular part of the Jordan canonical form. of AB, 
and 
(37) 
(38) 
(b) rank ( AB)k = rank ( BA)k for all k = 1,2,3, . . . , m. 
THEOREM 37. Let A E M,, n and B E M,, m be given. Suppose that for 
every integer k > 0, we have 
(1) rank A(BA)k = rank B(AB)k, and 
(2) rank (BA)kfl = rank (AB)k+‘. 
Then AB and BA have square roots. 
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Proof. Suppose m 2 n. Then AZ3 is similar to J( AZ?) @ .~‘r&&‘r $&s&5’s 
@ 0, in which ]( AZ31 (if present) is nonsingular and hence has a square root. 
Lemma 35 guarantees that &rgi = [J&(O) 8 J&CO)1 @ --* @ i]&(O) @ 
J,‘(O)], and hence has a square root. Lemma 36 guarantees that .&sBz = 
[m’,_ r(O) @ J,T,(O>l 8 **- @ [I:__ JO) @ jnT,(O>l, so that d.as also has a square 
root. It follows that AB has a square root. Similarly, BA has a square root. ??
The conditions of Theorem 37, though sufficient, are not necessary for 
the existence of a square root of AB. The example A, = Zzk and B, = j,(O) 
8 Jk(0) shows that condition (1) need not be satisfied [although (2) is]. The 
example 
I 
0 0 
1 and B, = 0 1 0  0 1  
shows that condition (2) need not be satisfied [although (1) is]. Moreover, the 
example 
shows that neither condition need be satisfied. 
COROLLARY 38. Let A E M, be given. 
(1) ahas a square root. 
(2) Let S E Yn be given. Zf c#+( A) A is similar to AC&( A), then &( A) A 
has a square root. In particular, if ATA is similar to AAT, then ATA has a 
square root. 
Proof. Since rank X = rank 2 = rank &(X) for any X E M,, and any 
S EYE, one checks that the conditions of Theorem 37 are satisfied in each 
case. H 
The sufficient condition in Corollary 38 is not necessary. The example 
shows that ATA can have a square root without being similar to AAT. 
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8. A CANONICAL FORM FOR COMPLEX 
ORTHOGONAL EQUIVALENCE 
For a given A E Mm,., what standard form can be achieved by Qi AQs 
for complex orthogonal Qi E M,,, and Qa E M,? In our search for a standard 
form, we are guided by the following facts and observations: 
(1) If m = n and A = QS is a QS decomposition of A, then QTA = S is 
symmetric and AAr is orthogonally similar to S2, so we seek a standard form 
that is as much as possible like a symmetric matrix whose square is similar to 
AAT. 
(2) Lemma 12 ensures that Qi AQs = C if and only if (A, Ar) - (C, CT), 
so we may approach our standard form via a sequence of contragredient 
equivalences applied to the pair (A, AT). 
(3) rank A( ArA)k = rank [ A( ArA>k]T = rank AT(AAT)k for all k = 0, 
1,2,. . . ) so Lemma 35 ensures that 
in which lAJA~ is similar to the nonsingular part of the Jordan canonical form 
of AAr and all the direct summands in 
and 
m, > -*a > m, > 1, are paired in sizes. It may not be possible to write 
(39) 
and 
(40) 
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in such a way that all ri = si; the blocks K, and H, are defined in (14) and 
satisfy the identities in Theorem S(g). But we may select the blocks (if any> 
for which the sizes can be paired, and may write 
and 
in which 
and 
(41) 
and n, # & for all i, k = 1,. . . , p. 
The preceding comments motivate the following analyses of standard 
forms for 
PROPOSITION 39. Let A, B E M, b e nonsingular. Then there exists a 
symmetric S E M, such that ( A, B) - (S, S). 
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Proof. Let S, E M, be a symmetric matrix that is similar to AB. Let S 
be any polynomial square root of S,. Then S is symmetric and S2 = S, is 
similar to AB. Lemma 4 guarantees that (A, B) N (S, S). ??
DEFINITION 40. Let h E C and a positive integer k be given. Define 
h 1 0 a-* 0 
1 h 1 *.* 0 
. . . . . . 
+ 
0 . . . 0 -1 0 
0 . . . -1 0 1 
i 1 .* 0 1 0 
-1 *** *** I ; 
0 1 *** 0 0 
It is known that the symmetric matrix S,(A) is similar to the Jordan block 
Jk(h) (see pp. 207-209 of [lo]). 
PROPOSITION 41. For any positive integer k, 
Proof. Write A, = I, @ J:(O) and B, = J:(O) @ Zk. Notice that A, B, 
= B, A, = J:(O) @ ],T(O) is similar to J2k(0)2, which is similar to S2k(0)2. 
One checks that 
rank Bk( A, B,)’ = rank Ak( B, A,)l 
= rank S2k(0)2’+1 
= 2k - 21- 1 forall Z=O,1,2,... 
Corollary 8 now guarantees that (A,, Bk) * (S,,(O), S,,(O)). 
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PROPOSITION 42. For any positive integer k, 
Proof. Let 
Notice that A, B, = Jc_ i(O) @ J:(O) and B, A, = J:(O) @ I:_ i(O), so that 
A, B, and B, A, are similar to Jzk_ i(O)‘, which is similar to &-i(O)‘. One 
checks that 
rank Bk( A, B,)’ = rank Ak( B, A,)” 
= rank S,k_1(0)2z+’ 
= 2k - 21- 2 forall I= 0,1,2,... 
Corollary 8 now guarantees that ( A,, B,) N (S,k _ i(O), S2k _ i(O)). ??
We have now analyzed all of the basic blocks except those in (41) and 
(42). If Ma and 9s are present, there is no hope of finding a symmetric S 
such that (ti3, &Ya) N (S, S), because there must be at least one k for which 
rank z~s(9s~~a)~ # rank 9a(H39Jk. Notice that it is precisely the presence 
of M3 and 9a that is the obstruction to writing A = QS when m = n. The 
next two results will permit us to handle this remaining case. 
LEMMA 43. Let k and n be given integers with 1 < k < n. There exists a 
C E Mk_l,n such that CTC = S,(O) @ O,_,. 
Proof. The symmetric matrix S,(O) @ O,_, has a singular-value decom- 
position S,(O) @ O,_, = UTZ2U (see Corollary (4.4.4) of [lo]), where U E 
M, is unitary and X = diag(a, ,..., cr_i,O ,..., 0) E M, with ui 2 *a* 2 
ok-i > 0. Now let Xi = diag(a,, . . . , u~_~) E Mk_l and set C = [Z, OIU 
??Mk-l,n” Then CTC = UTx2U = Sk(O) @ 0. ??
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PROPOSITION 44. Let k be a given positive integer. There exists a 
’ E Mk-l,k such that CTC = Sk(o) and (C, CT) N (Hk, K[). 
Proof. Use Lemma 43 to construct a C E M,_ 1, k such that CrC = 
Sk(O), which is similar to K[Hk = J:(O). Lemma 34 ensures that CCT and 
Hk K[ are similar to Jk _ ,(O), and that 
rank C(CTC)’ = rank CT(CCT)’ 
= rank Hk( K:Hk)’ 
= rank Kl( H,K:)’ 
=k-l-l forall I = 0,1,2,... 
Corollary 8 guarantees that ( Hk, Kr) N (C, CT). ??
Assembling the preceding results, we can now state a canonical form 
under orthogonal equivalence. 
THEOREM 45. Let positive integers m, n be given with m 2 n, and let 
AEM,,. b e g iven. There exist orthogonal Q1 E M, and Qz E M, such 
that 
(43) 
where S = S, @ S, @ S, is symmetric, 
(al) S, is symmetric and Sf is similar to the nonsingular part of the 
Jordan canonical form of AAT, 
62) s, = S&O) @ *** @ s,,(o), 
(a3) S.3 E Szjl-l(O> @ .” @ sd,,_,(“>, 
and 
c, 0 *** 0 0 
0 D, ‘. : : . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . O . CP 
0 0 ... 0 DP 
0 0 **. 0 0 
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in which 
(bl) Ci E Mni-l,,, 
to S,, _ ,(O) fir each i, 
has rank ni - 1, CTCi = S+(O), and CiCT is similar 
(b2) Dj E Mpp p,- 1 
to Se._ ,(O) for each j, 
has rank Rj - 1, Dj Dj’ = Ss,(O), and Dj’Dj is similar 
and 
(63) n, + pj for all i andj. 
proof. One checks that (Ms, 9s) h (F’, ‘@I, so that (A, AT) N (R fir), 
where 
Lemma 12 guarantees that there exist orthogonal Qi E M, and Q2 E M, 
such that R = Q1 AQ,. W 
LEMMA 46. Let positive integers m, n be given with m 2 n, and let 
AEM,. be given. Let orthogonal Q1 E M, and Qz E M, be such that 
Q1 AQz has the form (43). Then, using the notation of Theorem 45, we have 
(1) ATA is diagonalizable if and only if the following fmr conditions hold: 
(la) S, is diagonalizable (in which case it may be taken to the diagonal), 
(lb) S, = S,(O) @ *** @ S,(O), or is absent, 
(lc) S, = 0, or is absent, and 
(Id) g may have some entries of the form Dj E M,> 1 but P has no 
entries of the form Ci. 
(2) rank A = rank ATA if and only if the f 11 o owing three conditions hold: 
(2a) S, is absent, 
(2b) S, = 0, or is absent, and 
(2~) %? may have some entries of the form Ci but E: has no entries of the 
form Dj. 
(3) rank ( ATA)k = rank ( AAT)k for all k = 1,2,3, . . . if and only if g = 0. 
Proof. To show cl), notice that ATA is diagonalizable if and only if the 
nonsingular part of the Jordan canonical form of ATA is diagonalizable and 
the singular part of the Jordan canonical form of ATA is equal to 0. These 
conditions are equivalent to conditions (1aHld). 
Suppose rank A = rank ATA. Then rank S + rank C = rank S’ + 
rank CTC. Since rank S > rank S2 and rank C > rank CTC, we must have 
rank S = rank S2 and rank C = rank CTC. 
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It follows that S, is absent, and S, is either absent or is equal to 0. Now, 
rank Ci = rank CTCi = ni - 1 for each i, and rank Dj = pi - 1 > pj - 2 
= rank D,?Dj for each j. Hence, %? may contain some entries of the form Ci 
but none of the form Dj. The converse is easily verified. 
To prove (3) notice that rank X = rank XT for all X E M,, ,,. Hence, 
Lemmata 35 and 36 ensure that rank ( ArA)k = rank ( AAr)k for all k = 
1,2,3,. . . if and only if &s = 0 in (41) and 9 = 0 in (42). This condition is 
equivalent to fZ = 0. ??
We now give a new proof for the following analog of the singular-value 
decomposition, which is Theorem (2) of 141. 
COROLLARY 47. Let A E M, n be given. Then A can be written as 
A = QICQz where Q1 E M, and hz E M, are orthogonal and Z = [ uij] E 
M m, n is such that uij = 0 for i # j if and only if 
(1) ATA is diagonalizable, and 
(2) rank A = rank ATA. 
Proof. The forward assertion can be verified easily. For the converse, 
suppose m 2 n. Let orthogonal Qi E M, and Qz E M, be such that 
QIAQz has the form (43). It follows from Lemma 46 that S, = 0 (or is 
absent), S, = 0 (or is absent), and S, may be taken to the diagonal. Now, 
Lemma 46(ld) and (2~) show that % has no entries of the form Ci and Dj. 
Hence, g = 0 or is absent and QIAQz = [uij] satisfies aij = 0 for i #j, as 
desired. ??
The following (problem (34) on p. 488 of [ll]) is a generalization of the 
QS decomposition in the nonsquare case. 
COROLLARY~~. Let integers m, n be given with m > n, and let A E M,,,. n 
be given. There exist a Q E M,, n with Q’Q = I,,, and a symmetric S E M, 
such that A = QS if and only if rank ( ATA)k = rank ( AAT)k for all k = 
1,2,3, . . . . 
Proof. Suppose A = QS with Q E M,,., Q’Q = I,, and a symmetric 
Y E M,. Let A, = [A 0] E M,, so that rank ( ATA,)k = rank ( ArA)k and 
rank (AIAT)k = rank (AAT)k for all k > 1. Theorem (2.7) of [3] guarantees 
that there exists P = [Q R] E M,,, such that PTP = Z,. Now, 
A, = [A 0] = [QS 0] = [Q R][; ;] = P[; ;] 
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is a QS decomposition of A,. Hence, rank (ATAjk = rank (AyA,jk = 
rank ( A,ATjk = rank ( AATjk for all k = 1,2,3.. . . To prove the converse, 
let orthogonal matrices Q1 E M,,, and Qz E M, be such that QIAQ, has the 
form (43). Lemma 46(3) ensures that 5F = 0, so that 
where P, = [I,, 01’ E M,, n and 2, = S $ 0 E M,. Hence, A = QTP,Z,Qi 
= QZ, where Z = QzZ,Qi E M, is symmetric (since Z, is), and Q = 
Q?,Q2' E Mm,,. Now, Q’Q = Qz P,‘PIQl = Qz Z,Ql = I,, as asserted. W 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge ,a fruitful correspondence with Professor 
Irving Kaplansky about the QS decomposition. 
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